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(ricevut1> il- IT Ottobre 1974) .

l. -· Th,ee re<.-ent neutrino-nucleon scattering experiments opened a new field of
physics by-~nstra.ting the exisrence of weak neutral currents (ref. (1 )). The data
are generally interpreted with. the theory proposed by SALAM (ref. (2 )) and WEIXBERG
(ref. (3 )). L:i.t1""'11 that ;,chem~ furni.,hes an elegant eS(}ape t0c the old problem of the
perturba~ treatment of the nO"nrenormalizable Fermi couplings. That motiva.tinn
is also the- basi;.-ol numerous other attempt~(ref. (~)). If the Nature is really like this
theory sug~s, we are obviously faced with a big mutation of QED. Indeed that
scheme unifies- the elementary photen field, whose couplings conserve O and P, ",ith
otherelemen.tm:.j boson fierds who~eouplings violate O and P maximally. Furthermore
their m ~ :i.;;-e oo big that QED, and even hadron physics-,. ::.ppear as a superficial
aspect of a ~ underground world, that we are not close to see.
The ob~flf this- note is to cal-I attention to the fact that the new revolution of QED
which seem8 th.n.s to begin might not nt1eessarily be that which most people believe.
Having.hearrl ;;o- many philosophical arguments on the problem posed by these experiments and their interpretation, let us, before entering into the technical points, clarify
the position.<;. Apart the obvious interest of having new forces for exploring the physical
·world, that which is mostly questionoo by theoricians in these experiments and their
interpretation is the problem of renormalizability.

c•) This wor.k has been supported in part by the institut Xational de la Physique Nucleaire et de la
Physique des Pa,·ti.cules and by the Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique.
(*'J. A prelimimiry version of this letter circulated as internal report under the title On the inlerprelation of the u:ea/; 1ieut-ral C'lt'l"rent experiments, LPC (January 19i 4). That note was refused for· publication in Ph11s. LP./t. Its main results were also communicated at The Conference on Physics at U/lm-High
Enerr,ies, Loadern, Sept. 1974.
(') F. J. H.l.SERT et al.: Phys. Lett., 46B, 138 (1973).
2
A. SALA..;I and J. WARD: Phys. Lett., 13, 168 (1964).
( )
(') s. W.SIYBEP.G: Phys. Rev. Lett., 19, 1264 (1969).
(') For a comprehensible and exhaustive review of these theories see C. Ii. LLEWELLYN s~nrn: preprint
CERN TR liIO.
(') B. JoUVET: Nnavu Cimento, 38, 951 (1965). The limits of the 'lµ-J\~ neutral interaction used in this
paper are nc,1v known to be erroneous.
(') .B. Jou,"ET: Solie! State Physics, Nitclear Physics an,l Particle Physics, eclitcd by f:iAADEYRA. (Xew
York, N. Y., 1968).
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The Salam-1Veinberg scheme and its variants furnish a solution of th" Fermiinteraction renormalization in perturbation theory. They clo not, however, solve the
problem of the renoTmalization constants in renornializable theories: but on this point
most people do not care and eve'n often believe that these constants simply do not exist
physically, because they are divergeilt in perturbation theory.
The explanation, prediction and utilization (ref.("), ref. (6 ) p. 142) of the phenomena which one observes now and those we shall review later disagree precisely on
these _two ideas .. First of all we do not believe that the renormalizabi1ity in perturbation :tneory is a physicah. criterion: the existence of the gravitation -field is a heavy
counter-example of such a'oriterion. We also believe that the renormalization constants,
thoughinfinite when computed with perturbation methods, are useful physically existing
objee.t&..,' We think that by deleting them we perhaps make the same error as that which
was made· before the discovery of the Lamb schift when we did not believe in the
exist-enre of vacuum polarization effects, because they were already infinite! We expl~in detail elsewhere (ref. (6), p. 204) how the treatment of the Fermi coupling,
by mean-oJwhich one-could possibly unify the weak interactions with the composite
phot('Jn::-.and. hadron theories, will become possible if the difficult problem of computing
cons:isteutfy the Z3 -type renormalization constants of the renormalizable theories can
oo selved:.. This has no-t been clone as yet. Only the use of the various representati(}D:8"-o,f'tru:, renormalization groups has recently thrown a new light on the obstacle
to sw:c:m0,1II1t: we gave examples of finite renormalization constants Z 3 (oc) of the photon. ficid:-:whieh agree ·with all the known properties of that function., but in that
case&-tlIB- divergences. only result from the u.nlegit.ima.fe use of perturbation theory,
whieh.~oils a- delicate built-in -cut-off mechanism (ref. (7)). Though this is a possible
cli:rootion towards the future solution of the Z3 -pro-blem, it cannot be excluded too
that some other force, foreign to the·11ure QED .(the gravitation for instance), be in
reality· the--~use of the n-sary cut-off mechanism.
,_
"Gntil thl£ problem receive a solution, the point of view we take here is the conven-'
tion..al Olle-::- namely we admit, as it has always been done with success, particularly in
the ~= tleea.y cakulation, that with regarcl to the e.fl'ective low-energy_ Fermi interaction:S o,n,;-- a justi:fted to compute any process by consid~ring only the first-order terms
in the- renonnalizecl Fermi constant.
This IIIBans-: that the higher-order terms are either strongly damped by the e.m.
and mesons forces, or even entirely suppressed. That last strange cancellation
mechanism can indeed likely occur when the photon and hadrons are the dynamical
bound: states- resulting from a. funclamental scheme of Fermi-type couplings between
the leptons ancl quarks, as it occurs in the, at present academic, neutrino-electron
gp~·,P.". vector-coupling theory of the composite photon(*). In that model the composite- ph-oton is constructed by treating the S-matrix to all orders in YF, whereas the
neutrino charge radius turns out to be exactly given by the first-order graphs in gp,
clothed however by all the composite-photon radiative cinrections.
2. - With this points of view neutral weak interactions of th2 neutrinos with hadrons,
with strength comparable "'ith gp, are generated, as explained in detail in ref. (•), by
the foH-owing mechanism:

a) \.Ve admit the existence of local Fermi interaction between the "F--,-A
charged-lepton (e, respec.tively µ) currents and the neutral-lepton (v., respectively vµ)
(') B ..JOUVET: Rev. Braz. Fis,. 3, 34.5 (1973); Ren-group representation anrl the G)IL anrl C.S. eq_1ui•
tio,,s for the photon propa(Jator, ICTP preprint IC/74/12 (in press in Xuovo Cimento).
See in ref. {6 ) ref.(') and notes (17 • 18 ).
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currents. In the Feynrnan-Gell-:~fann-}farshak- Sudarshan hypothesis the renormalized. coupling constants are g;i:,;µ = g;~~• = ± g;. Then the effective neutral interaction
of the v..,_ with hadrons (electrons-) given by the graph of Fig. I, where only the vector
part of the .Fermi interaction i~ involvecl, is equal to
•
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where· J:·•·m.(J!) is the e:m.. current of hadrons (electrons), q2 B(q 2, cc,µ.) the unsub. tracteiJ gauge-invariant vectorial vacuum polarization loop of muons and d,(q2 , cc) the
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Fig-. 1.--Graph of the neutral interaction of the v..,_ with hadrons.

r e n o ~ ~lothing function of the .photon. B(q2, cc,µ.) diverges logarithmically in
pe~e,n. theory and therefore cannot presently be computed consistently. Only
. B(,f", -T~;~;"-B(Oy cc, 1,1,) can be calculated with reliability.
&}

(2)

The: unkno,vn coRs.tant B(O, c.:, µ.) enters in the expression for Z 3

Z~.= I-L-H,

L=

I

C/t,,,

H

=I

leptons

ch,

hadroos

Wt! ffit.imated in reL( 5 ) that HR; 2cc/3, in agreement with latter results (ref. (8 )),
·and eoneludetl therefore that if the photon is a composite particle, which implies
(ref. (9 )") t.i:mt Z 3 (cc) = 0, or if Z:: differs notably from· unity, the hadron's contribt1tion
to Z 3 is negi.'igible.as compared to that of the charged leptons. I_t follows that the measurelllfilL1i of the vµ. (respectively v neutral interactions with the hadrons, or with e
(respeetwely µ.), allows to determine Y'?--:i.·C:,. (respectively g;•-• ·C.) and therefore Z 3 ,
if the- eons-tants g;t-t are known ancl if there does not exist other charged leptons
thane :md £,1,The- present data on e-e+ annihilation, if their interpretat1on is correct, seem
however to indicate that H, though still of the order of cc, may turn out to be much
bigger, _giving to the hadrons more importance in the future understanding of_ the
pho_;tt>U structure.
0

)

e} Let us admit now that Z 3 = 0 and that the e and µ. are the only existing
charged leptons. Let us suppose furthermore that the functions B(O, cc, e) and
B(O, cc;µ.), which are certainly not exactly equal if their finiteness results from the
mechanism explained in ref. (7 ), are however not very different, so that

B(O, cc, µ.)/B(O, cc, e)

R;

I .

(') N. )I. KROLL, T. D. LEE and B. Zmmw: Phys. Rev., 157, 1376 (1967); G. J. Goux.IBIS: Phys. Rev.,
181, 2077 (1969); E. ETC:-. and P. PICCHI: Lett. Nuo·vo Cimento, 4, 368 (1970).
B. JOUVET: Nuovo Cimento, 5, 1 (1957). For a review of this question see also ref. (') and K. HAT. ?.!UTA, N. SETO and T. SHIRAFUJI: Forsch. Phys., 15, 625 (1967); H. OSBORX:
,!inn. of Phys., 47, 351 (1968).
(')

YASHI, ?,I. l;[mAYAl\L\.
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when q2. ii!-not exceedingly high. Thus if there exist couplings of the type mentioned
in 2a};/QED alone suffices in order to produce weak neutral neutrino-hadron interactions-~f:the order of magnitude of the usual charged ones .
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'. d)',,This: electromagnetic effect is however very paradoxical because the two
principal,-0-haracteris tic properties of QED are masked (*): the long-range behaviour
(photonq~ole) is killed by the q2 -term of the e.m. form factor of the null-charge neutrino,
- like in:-:th~e.m. electron-neutron interaction.
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Thec:mmal strength (~ cc) of the long-range e.m. interaction is replaced by a strength
whichJis.:related to the zero distance of QED, governed by the Z3 -renormalization
constant:.:..T'his..strength is here chosen to be the maximal one by the photon compositenes.s- ~ e s i s .
It ~711.t.~that the traee of the e.m. origine of this neutral current has to be searched
either i1rA;h-e- If-dependent fine- effects contained in the ~.m. functions B(q 2 , cc,µ)-B(€t-::r;..F,.and d,.(q2 , 12) and more easily, at present, in the other known characteristics
of t h e - ~ contained in the- photon-hadron effective coupling. Indeed the neutralhadron--."'fflf!Tent is the e.·m. C'Urrent characterized by the properties of
a}--~ pure vectorial V.
o) -wnserving C and P,

e'f ·5~:rvbg strangenes.. tiS = 0,
ii} btcing such that !J.T = 0- and 1.

3. - .a} It i5- kno-wn that neutral currents satisfy the criterion c). The H.P .W.
FNA.L e:periment (ref. (10)) indicates that <µ/a[µ= 1:::::0,2 which is consistent with
criterion bJ. (A different ratio- has also been given from Gargamelle experiment
(ref. (u.)-) wnic-h, being theory dependent, cannot be used here.) On the criterion cl)
the data. are.presently contradictory and nothing is known on the criterion a).
b) ti;.ing (ref. (10)) R-;, = 0.32±0,09 and
µ

a%µ =

(0.28±0.0l)EG•v·l0-38 cm 2 ancl

the deey inelastic formula in which the Callan-(~hoss relation is admitted, one gets
(3)

this value being up to 1.15 bigger if f xF1 clx is decreased to its null lower bound.
This value is also consistent with the bound Yµ,;;;; 0.8 one obtains from the three
'iµc-;.. iJ11e 0bsuved e,er..t:,, (ref. (1~)). Tlrn, if the hypothe;;,i,- of 2a) i::; right,,µ =0.77 ±0.13,

c•)

·we are grateful to Prof. T. D. LEE for a suggestive criticism on this parucloxical situation.
B. AUBERT, A. BEXVENUTI, D. OLDIE,"'· T. FORD, R. hIL.-1.Y, T. Y. LIXG, A. K. K.-1.xx, F. )!ESSIXG,
.T. PrLO.HER, D. D. REEDER, C. RUBBl.-1., R. STEF.lXSKI ancl L. Sn.AK: Phys. Rev. Lett., 32, 1457 (19H).
("i F. J. H.-\.SERT et al.: International Conference on High-Energy Physics, London, 1974.
(") F. J. H.-\.SERT et al.: Phys. Lett., 46 B, 121 (1973); R. )IUSSET: private communication (1074).
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a.nil therefore Z 3 + C. + H = 0.23 ± 0.13, which fixe~ bounds on Z 3 , C. and H. In
consequence o"v.-h should be sensibly smaller than avµ-h.
The experimental demonstri1tion that g;µ-1-1.= gF could be done by measuring vµ.•!'. or v.,_e_)nteractions which.are govern.;id by·the coupling
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. ~)- The strong dissynietry between Cµ and {;0 demonstrates the failure of the hypothel!is..-thatone can consistently compute Z 3 in perturbation theory, if the ,theory possesses
a (built-fa or extra) out-oft', since the value of A necessary for explaining Cµ. entails
then that Cµ~ {;0 and Z 3 < 0. A qualitative interpretation of the dissymetry can be
giveIF m ,terms of the renormalizatjon group kernel properties ( ref. (7)) in which the
built-iik:cut-off is relatively low and the main contributions to Cl come from the slowly
co-nve-:rging asymptotic behaviour .
.The=big_ value of Cµ excludes of course the existence of elementary vV=-mesons,
tho• :there migh.t exist- composite resonances in. the charged channel.
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